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Abstract: Information-Centric Networking (ICN) and Software-Defined Networking (SDN) are both
new evolving network architectures that are receiving a lot of attention from researchers. ICN
is a Future Internet architecture which tries to transform the current Internet architecture from
location- and host-centric to content-centric, where obtaining requested data is achieved by the
contents’ names regardless of the location of the data. From another angle, SDN is considered a new
Internet architecture that moves the control plane management from network devices to a centralized
controller. The SDN controller enhances network robustness and improves its scalability, reliability,
and flexibility. The integration of ICN and SDN results in massive benefits, where SDN enhances
ICN networks’ manageability, controllability, and functionality, and ICN reshapes the SDN design
to make it compatible with ICN features and to enhance ICN in terms of network caching, routing,
mobility, and security.. In this review paper, a comprehensive survey of the issues and challenges of
integrating ICN and SDN is presented. Firstly, ICN’s main characteristics are summarized, and a
short comparison between different ICN architectures is completed. Then, the key details of SDN are
highlighted. Moreover, the motivation and benefits of merging ICN with SDN are summarized and
the state-of-the-art work on merging ICN and SDN is reviewed and classified from several aspects.
Finally, several open research issues are highlighted.

Keywords: Information-Centric Networking (ICN); Software-Defined Networking (SDN); Named-
Data Networking (NDN); Future Internet

1. Introduction

Many new networking paradigms have been proposed to revolutionize the current
network architecture. Two promising technologies are Information-Centric Networking
(ICN) and Software-Defined Networking (SDN). ICN is a new paradigm that overlays
today’s Internet architecture. Nowadays, the Internet is host-centric that is based on the data
location, i.e., the requester must specify the IP address (location) of the device that holds
the required data. In contrast, ICN is a clean-slate design that focuses on the content itself
(“what”) instead of the data location (“where”), which increases the chance of retrieving the
requested data from the network’s optimal source. Moreover, the need for many network
services is reduced in ICN since there is no need for the data location and IP addresses
such as NATing (Network Address Translation) and Domain Name System (DNS) Another
emerging technology is SDN, which depends on having an SDN controller that takes all
decisions and forwards them to the forwarding devices using a communication protocol.
Merging these two new technologies enhances the Future Internet in many ways: reliability,
scalability, mobility, flexibility, and robustness. Nevertheless, such merging introduces new
challenges and obstacles that must be considered in order to reap the benefits that come
from merging ICN and SDN.

Although this is not the first paper that has surveyed the merging of ICN and SDN,
our survey differs in many aspects, as summarized in Table 1. Our survey presents a
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large-scale, thorough, and comprehensive up-to-date review of leveraging SDN controllers
in ICN networks. Both surveys [1,2] focus on a specific ICN architecture. The work in [1]
focuses on the Named Data Networking (NDN) architecture and briefly introduces some
of the SDN-based applications in NDN networks. In contrast, the work in [2] focuses on
the Content-Centric Networking (CCN) architecture and reviews works that combine it
with SDN from an OpenFlow point of view.

Table 1. A Brief Comparison of Our survey With Current Surveys.

Reference Year ICN Model Main Areas

[1] 2016 NDN Applications

[2] 2017 NDN OpenFlow

[3] 2021 ICN Challenges and open issues

[4] 2018 Multiple models Applications

[5] 2018 Multiple models
Multiple aspects: deployment of ICN, caching, routing,
service chaining, Traffic Engineering, wireless, edge
service, and resource allocation

This survey 2023 Multiple models

Multiple aspects and more works than mentioned in [5]:
ways and techniques to make OF SDN compatible with
ICN, ICN with P4, and POF SDN, Traffic Engineering,
routing, forwarding, caching, scalability, satellites
networks, 5G networks, multimedia delivery, energy
consumption, mobility, and QoS.

A short survey conducted in [3] focuses on issues related to integrating ICN and SDN.
However, it only covers a few works and most of these works are before 2018.

The surveys in [4,5] and ours introduce relevant works taking into account different
types of ICN architectures. However, the work in [4] focuses on approaches that use SDN
to improve the performance of ICN applications.

The most closely related survey to ours is the one in [5]. However, our work differs
from [5] in terms of breadth, depth, and analysis point of view. In this regard, the major
differences and the major contribution points of our work are shortened as follows:

• We present a brief review and comparison between different ICN platforms;
• We present a thorough and in-depth overview of the approaches that make ICN

compatible with SDN controllers in terms of the used technology, e.g., OpenFlow
extending with an identifier, wrapping, and overlaying. On the other hand, the work
in [5] discusses some of these approaches based on the solution type, either a long-term
or short-term solution. Moreover, in this work, we went through approaches that use
different languages and protocols to communicate with the SDN controller, such as P4
language and Protocol Oblivious Forwarding (POF);

• We broadly and systematically survey the state-of-the-art that combines SDN with
ICN networks. We cover many aspects that are not covered in [5], such as scalability,
mobility, multimedia delivery, SDN controller clustering, QoS, energy consumption
optimization, and approaches to enhance Satellite–Terrestrial and 5G networks. More-
over, our work reviews many newer works that have been published after the publi-
cation of [5]. However, we did not discuss the impact of merging SDN and ICN on
securing each paradigm since it is well discussed in [5] and in a survey about ICN
security [6];

• We summarize the existing approaches in ICN-SDN and elaborate on their pros
and cons;

• We spotlight the concerns and challenges encountered by combining and merging
ICN with SDN networks and provide some open research areas that researchers can
work on.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief introduction
to ICN. Section 3 describes the fundamental concepts of SDN. Section 4 introduces the
motivation behind merging ICN and SDN. Section 5 summarizes ICN implementation
based on SDN, and the enhancements gained due to the merging of ICN-SDN. Section 6
discusses several open issues and future work directions. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Information-Centric Networking (ICN)

Once content/data become famous and popular, especially multimedia content, the
demand for these data increases dramatically. Consequently, the content producers will
face load balancing and bandwidth problems. To overcome these limitations, the idea of a
Content Delivery Network (CDN) was introduced [7]. CDN consists of a group of servers
that are geographically distributed.

These servers work together to provide fast delivery of Internet content. CDN re-
duces the bandwidth cost, balances the load on websites, increases websites’ security, and
increases content availability. Akamai CDN [8] is one of the popular CDNs that content
producers are using to deliver their web content. Despite the advantages provided by CDN,
it suffers from many limitations, such as: scalability, reliability, quality, and performance
accuracy/efficiency [9].

Due to the growing need for efficient and scalable content distribution, and to over-
come the limitations mentioned above, there is an increased focus by researchers on
Information-Centric Networking (ICN) [10]. ICN was introduced as a Future Internet
architecture, which mainly: (1) decouples the information from its location and defines it
by a content name, and (2) enables in-network caching [11].

Many research projects have a remarkable interest in content-centric network archi-
tectures and come under the broad ICN umbrella: COntent Mediator architecture for
content-aware nETworks (COMET) [12], CONVERGENCE Project [13], Data-Oriented Net-
work Architecture (DONA) [14], Publish-Subscribe Internet Technology (PURSUIT) [15],
Scalable and Adaptive Internet Solutions (SAIL) [16], Content-Centric Internetworking
Architecture (CONET) [17], and Named Data Networking (NDN) [18] which is based on
CCNx [19].

Different ICN models can be broadly categorized into two architecture models:

1. Consumer-driven models—such as NDN [20], where the communication between
the consumer and the publisher is initialized by the consumer request. In this type,
the consumer sends a request to the network asking for a specific content. Once
the content publisher receives the request, it will send the requested content to the
requesting consumer;

2. Publisher-Subscriber models—such as DONA [14] and SAIL [16], where the publisher
sends an announcement of the data it has. Then, the subscriber asks the publisher for
the needed data.

NDN node is an example of ICN data exchange [20], since NDN is one of the prominent
ICN architectures that many researchers are focusing on as a Future Internet architecture.
NDN node is called the Content Router (CR) [21]. CR contains three main components, as
shown in Figure 1:
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Tables: each CR has three main tables:

• Content Store (CS): CS is used in NDN networks to cache a copy of the Data packet in
the traversed CRs. Each entry in CS contains cached data that are identified by the
content name. CS has a vital role in NDN networks since it helps in: (1) network load
balancing, (2) reducing the load on the producer, (3) saving bandwidth, (4) reducing
content retrieval time, and (5) improving mobility and loss recovery;

• Pending Interest Table (PIT): this is responsible for adding entries to each received
Interest packet until its requested data arrive or the entry’s lifetime expires. Each PIT
entry is identified by a name prefix and has a concatenated list of input Faces of the
received Interest packets. PIT enables many capabilities in NDN: (1) multicast data
delivery, (2) load balancing and control flow, (3) security, and (4) loop-free;

• Forwarding Information Base (FIB): this is a name-based lookup table. Each FIB entry
is identified by a name prefix and has an ordered list of output Faces that reflects the
next hop. FIB’s role can be summarized as follows: (1) supports NDN in Multipath
Forwarding, since each FIB entry has multiple next-hops [20], and (2) saves Round
Trip Time (RTT) per interface that is taken and refreshed every time FIB receives a
Data packet, which helps in estimating path performance;

• Faces: a face is a general name for a network interface. Interest and Data are sent and
received through these faces. The face could be [21]: (1) direct connection between
local network nodes via Ethernet, (2) overlay communication channel to remote nodes
using TCP, UDP, or Websocket, or (3) inter-process communication channel to a local
application on the same node via Unix sockets;

• Forwarder: this is called Named Data Networking Forwarding Daemon (NFD) and has
been implemented and developed by the NDN team. NFD has many responsibilities,
the main ones are to: (1) implement NDN face abstraction, (2) implement CR tables,
(3) implement the forwarding plane that supports multiple forwarding strategies, and
(4) manage Routing Information Base (RIB) table and synchronize routes in the RIB
with FIB table.

NDN relies on two types of packets: Interest packets and Data packets. The consumer
sends an Interest packet with the name of the requested content to the CR. Initially, the
CR checks its CS for the requested content. If the needed data are not available in CS, the
PIT is checked to see if another consumer requested the same content before, or if this
is the first time. If the received Interest requests the same data as another Interest, it is
aggregated into the existing PIT entry with the new consumer face number. Otherwise,
a new entry is added to the PIT table that holds the content name in the Interest packet
and the consumer’s face number. Then, the Interest packet is forwarded to the FIB table,
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which will be forwarded to the associated face/s, multicast, or dropped according to NFD’s
strategy Once the Interest packet arrives at the content producer, the producer replies with
a Data packet that contains the requested data with the same content name of the Interest
packet, using symmetric communication (reverse-path) to reach the consumer. Once the
Data packet reaches the NDN node, it caches a copy of the content in CS and forwards the
Data packet to the requested consumer. The forwarding process between a consumer and a
publisher at the NDN node is shown in Figure 2.
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Naming, routing, caching, security, and mobility are common characteristics that
distinguish ICN models from today’s networks. Brief descriptions of these characteristics
are as follows:

• Naming: requesting and retrieving data in ICN is based on the information name
instead of its location. Most ICN models replace URL hierarchy names with flat
names [14–17,22]. Conversely, NDN names are hierarchically structured and human-
readable [20]. The user may either hash the whole content name or part of the content
name with the SHA-256 cryptographic hash algorithm [23].

• Data Routing: since ICN is location-independent, retrieving the requested data is
based on matching data with the requested name. In some ICN models such as
NDN [20], data from producer to consumer traverse the same path that the request
took from the consumer to the producer, i.e., the same path with a reverse direction.
In other models, the requested data do not need to traverse request paths such as for
DONA [14].

• Caching: In-network caching is one of the ICN characteristics that becomes available
since the requested content is decoupled from its location. On-path caching is a
default case, while off-path caching in many ICN models requires extra settings and
registrations [24,25]. In-network caching is achieved by caching data on the ICN
nodes between the consumer and the producer. Consequently, this in-network caching
reduces the load on the producer and increases data availability. Moreover, caching
plays a significant role in network load balancing, reducing the speed of data fetching,
and retransmitting lost data packets. On the other hand, when the ICN node is full, a
critical decision of which data packet(s) must be expelled has to be taken. Hence, this
eviction must not be of popular data packet(s) and must not be performed frequently
because this reduces CS performance. Replacement is mainly executed based on
content popularity and priority. Many replacement algorithms can be used, such as
RaNdom replacement policy (RND), First In-First Out (FIFO), Least Frequently Used
(LFU), and Least Recently Used (LRU) [25–28].
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• Security: Host-centric architecture suffers from many security issues that can be
avoided in ICN models. Spams, Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS), and fake
data are avoided in ICN implementations since each Interest is served with one data
packet forwarded from aggregation points, i.e., CR, Resource Handler (RH), Resource
Manager (RM), etc. Moreover, instead of securing the channel between the producer
and the consumer in ICN, the content producer protects and signs the content itself.
Hence, the consumer and the aggregation points verify content validity by designated
keys that have been published at the initialization stage. However, new attack types
that are targeted by ICN models have appeared, such as cache pollution, Interest
flooding, and others [29].

• Mobility: the data can be received using different interfaces: Wi-Fi, 4/5G, Ethernet,
Bluetooth, and others. Interest packets of the unreceived data must be resent when
the consumer moves in some cases. For example, if a movable consumer receives the
requested data and then changes its place, it needs to resend the request again to find a
new publisher. Conversely, when the publisher changes its location, the intermediate
devices of the previous and new networks must update their tables with this change,
i.e., FIB tables, RM, and RH [24,30].

Table 2 summarizes a comparison between some of the most popular ICN models
in terms of the ICN model’s main components, naming, forwarding, and Interest/Data
routing. The survey in [31] includes detailed information on different ICN models.

Table 2. Popular ICNs Platforms.

Abbreviation DONA [14] PURSUIT [15] SAIL [16] CONET [17] NDN [18,20]

Full Name
Data-Oriented
Network
Architecture

Publish/Subscribe
Internet Technology

Scalable and
Adaptive
Internet Solutions

Content-Centric
Inter networking
Architecture

Named Domain
Networking

Components

Resource Handler
(RH) per
Autonomous
System (AS):
Caching
Establish a
routing path
Publisher data
registered in it

Per (AS)
1. Rendezvous Node
(RN): receives Data
and Interest packets
2. Topology
Manager (TM):
establishes
routing paths
3. Forwarding Node
(FN): Forwarding
and caching

1. Two types of
Name Resolution
System (NRS):
Local name
resolution and
Global name
resolution
2. Content
Router (CR):
establish routing
path and caching

1. Serving Node
(SN): caching
2. Name
System Node
(NSN): name
resolution

Content Router
(CR):
Content Store (CS)
Pending Interest
Table (PIT)
Forwarding
Information
Base (FIB)

Naming Flat naming Flat naming Flat naming Flat naming Hierarchical
naming

Forwarding Uses IP-based
Forwarding

Uses Name-based
Forwarding

Uses Name-based
Forwarding

Uses both IP-based
and Name-based
Forwarding

Uses both IP-based
and Name-based
Forwarding

Interest Routing
From consumer to
the publisher
through RH

From consumer to
the publisher
through RN

From consumer to
the publisher
through local and
global NRS

From consumer to
SN through NSN

From consumer to
the publisher
through CR

Data Routing

From publisher to
consumer through
routers using the
path established
by RH

From publisher to
consumer through
FN using the path
established by TM

From SN to
consumer through
content routers

From SN to
consumer through
routers

From publisher to
consumer through
CR using the same
path Interest
went through
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3. Software-Defined Networking (SDN)

The number of network protocol standards is increasing and becoming more complex
because of the increase in the number of network-connected devices and network-based
services, which in turn mandates the upgrade of current protocols or the introduction
of new ones. Consequently, the network cost increases, solidity decreases, and network
administrators need to manage these enormous networks efficiently and cost-effectively. To
avoid all the aforementioned, administrators switch from distributed control in traditional
networks to centralized control using Software-Defined Networking (SDN) controller.
Figure 3 demonstrates the differences between traditional and SDN networks. In traditional
networks, both the data plane and control plane are coupled with forwarding devices,
switches, and routers, i.e., forwarding devices are the decision-makers. On the other hand,
in SDN networks, the data plane and control plane are decoupled, where the SDN controller
has the control plane and is the decision-maker, i.e., it takes the actions of adding and
removing flow entries in flow tables in the forwarding devices [32].
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The SDN network consists of three layers: the data plane layer, the control layer, and
the application layer, as shown in Figure 4 [33–35]. The data plane layer contains the
forwarding and switching devices. Southbound Application Programming Interface (API)
connects data plane devices to the SDN controller(s) in the control layer by exchanging
network information and packet forwarding rules. Although there are some Southbound
protocols, such as Forwarding and Control Element Separation (ForCES) and Network
Configuration Protocol (NetConf), which are developed by the Internet Engineering Task
Force [36,37], and OpFlex, which is developed by Cisco [38], OpenFlow Protocol (OF
Protocol), which is maintained by the Open Networking Foundation (ONF), is the most
famous southbound API [39]. The control plane layer is a software logic that has a global
view over the network and based on this view, it takes decisions that control the traffic. This
layer may contain a cluster of controllers that communicate via eastbound and westbound
APIs with each other. Moreover, this layer works as a bridge between the lower layer “Data
plane” and the upper layer “Application layer.” The application layer contains applications
and network services such as traffic load balancing, QoS policies, security applications, and
Traffic Engineering (TE) [40].

SDN depends on the programmable separation of the control plane from the data
plane, which enables software control of the network forwarding. SDN has four essential
features [41], as highlighted in Figure 4: dynamic flow control, network-wide visibility
with centralized control, network programmability, and a simplified data plane.
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Data plane devices, that are connected to the SDN controller, use a table called the
flow table. Each flow table consists of entries where each entry specifies how to handle the
received traffic. The SDN controller takes decisions about adding/deleting flow entries
to/from the flow tables of the switches based on the program or the protocol running on
the controller. SDN architecture can run one or multiple controllers. A large enterprise
network would need multiple controllers to maintain a greater size of the infrastructure.
To increase the system availability, multiple controllers communicate and synchronize via
the east/westbound interface. Various SDN controllers have been developed and emerged,
such as NOX, POX, Ryu, ONOS, Floodlight, and ODL.

4. The Motivation of Hybrid Paradigm ICN-SDN

The main motivation for having a hybrid paradigm of ICN-SDN is to benefit from
each architecture. This hybrid architecture is created by making ICN networks exploit
the SDN approach of centralized control of network resources to optimize resource uti-
lization and enhance network security, scalability, and large-scale deployment. This is
achieved by utilizing an SDN controller in monitoring and controlling: (1) network policies,
(2) forwarding and routing requested data to consumers, (3) data name and flow matching,
and (4) in-network caching.

Furthermore, the SDN controller exploits ICN characteristics: (1) to secure the SDN
controller from some attacks such as DDoS and spoofing, and (2) to enhance SDN con-
troller performance by reducing the traffic passing through the controller because of
in-network caching.

Despite the benefits of this hybrid architecture, ICN-SDN merging faces many obsta-
cles including (1) Southbound protocols are by default not compatible with ICN since their
matching fields are not based on name matching, and (2) SDN controllers do not support
ICN functionality. To utilize the SDN controller in the hybrid architecture, it must be modi-
fied to (1) support ICN core functionalities such as forwarding and caching, (2) provide
QoS and resource monitoring, (3) optimize the best route selection between consumer and
publisher, and (4) optimize caching strategies and caching replacement strategies.

5. Approaches to Enabling ICN Using SDN

Much of the work is directed at utilizing the centralization and a global network view
of the SDN controller in ICN networks. The following subsections highlight the modifica-
tions that occurred to the SDN controller from several points of view, as summarized in
Table 3.
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Table 3. ICN-SDN Merging Areas and the State-of-the-Art.

ICN-SDN Merging Areas Related Works

Modifying OpenFlow [42–45]

Intermediate Layer [46–51]

Satellite-Terrestrial [52–56]

Enhance 5G Networks [57–61]

Traffic Engineering [62–68]

Routing and Forwarding [69–88]

P4 [46,83,84]

QoS [52,58–68,81,85]

POF [54,76,86]

Caching [89–103]

Scalability & Mobility [104–110]

Miscellaneous [111–115]

5.1. Modifying OpenFlow Protocol and Switches

Some approaches are based on extending the OF Protocol with extra metadata and
modifying the forwarding devices. The OF Protocol was extended in [42] with extra
metadata to match with the extended Berkeley Packet Filter (eBPF) filters of NDN content
names. The OF-switches were enhanced to deal with these changes, and the Ryu controller
communicates with the NDN domain via IP tunnels.

Rajendran [43] extended and modified OpenFlow to embed ICN. This was achieved by
modifying the OF-switch to include CS, PIT, and FIB tables. In addition, new messages and
actions were added to OpenFlow to deal with switch modifications. The used controller,
POX, was also extended to have a routing database. The data were also cached in the
controller to reduce RTT, where the switch declares the content availability, aggregates
the Interests, and sends them in one message to the controller to reduce the load on
the controller.

Guesmi et al. [44] implemented NDN based on the SDN paradigm. They modified
the SDN OF switches by implementing three different tables: CS, PIT, and Management
Information Base (MIB). Moreover, they implemented four tables in the SDN controller: CS,
FIB, MIB, and Data Information Base (DIB). Initially, switches populate their MIB tables by
advertising Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) packets to all connected interfaces. Then,
they send their MIB tables to the controller to fill its MIB table. Moreover, any producer
in the network sends the name prefix of the produced content using “AddPrefix” packet
to its switch, which will inform the controller of the prefix name to add it to its DIB table.
Finally, the controller constructs its FIB table based on the information in the MIB and
DIB tables. Based on their results, SDN in the NDN network reduces the memory and
CPU consumption and the utilized bandwidth and increases the cache hit ratio. However,
their implementation lacks much information and details in terms of the role of CSes
in the controller and switches, and the structure of the “AddPrefix” packet and how to
exchange it.

Moreover, Liu et al. [45] modified OF switches with CS and PIT and fused FIB tables
with the OF flow table. Additionally, they extended OF the protocol with three Proto
pipelines: Register, Interest, and Data. Furthermore, they encapsulate the NDN packets
in Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS), where the content name and chunk number
are mapped to the MPLS label, and the Interest and Data contents are uploaded in the
IP packet payload. They tested their design using Mininet and Ryu controllers. They
noticed that the processing time in the controller and the lookup time in the CS and PIT
is 2% more than needed to retrieve content in NDN networks without SDN. They also
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compared downloading data with different popularity and sizes, and they noticed that
the performance is better for high-popularity elephant flow. However, the design was not
tested on bandwidth, memory, and CPU utilization.

5.2. Adding Intermediate Layer

In this approach, an intermediate layer is used to resolve names to IP addresses. This
intermediate layer can be implemented as a proxy and overlay. Nowadays, most networks
have Proxy servers. Some studies utilize the Proxy server to deal with ICN networks. Feng
et al. [46] used Programming Protocol-Independent Packet Processors (P4) to improve the
HTTP request process by leveraging ICN, where the SDN controller is just used normally
to inject rules in forwarding devices using P4. This was achieved by: (1) proposing a
packet conversion agent in the proxy application in both client and server to convert HTTP
requests from IP to ICN-P4 format and vice versa for the HTTP response, (2) designing
ICN forwarding action in the forwarding device using P4 language, and (3) constructing
PIT and CS tables in the forwarding device using P4. Therefore, once the P4 switch receives
the converted HTTP request, i.e., ICN-P4, it checks its CS database. If it finds a match,
the request is forwarded to the application that provides the cache service, i.e., the P4
switch does not store the data but records the state. If the requested data are not cached,
the implemented forwarder checks the PIT table. If the name is already in PIT, the P4
switch updates PIT and drops the packet. Otherwise, the P4 switch forwards the packet. To
make P4 switches capable of adding multiple requests in the PIT table, they use many one-
dimensional arrays to implement multidimensional where the indices are the hashed values
of the requested names. Even though their solution improves the transmission efficiency of
the HTTP traffic, it may increase the total overhead, especially on the forwarding device,
because of the conversion and hashing processes.

The network presented in [47] consists of multiple proxies. Each proxy includes one
of the Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) that is shared with other proxies. This DHT is used
as the content index. The controller forwards the received Interests to the closest proxy,
which handles the retrieval of the requested data. If the proxy finds a match in its DHT,
it forwards the Interest to the cache node that holds the requested data. Otherwise, it
forwards the Interest to any cache node that, in turn, forwards it to the closest proxy server
that may have requested data. This approach may overload the proxies since they resolve
and forward all received Interests to the controller.

The work in [48,49] used a proxy to wrap and hash messages between the CCNx
daemon and the OF-switch. The wrapper module in the proxy hashes the content name
prefix in the Interest packet and puts it in the existing IP packet. However, the authors
in [49] took off-path caching into consideration. This was achieved by implementing three
modules on the controller to handle the ICN flows: (1) Manager to check the most popular
content, (2) Optimizer to optimize and minimize the delay for cache calling and (3) Deflector
to map the optimized results of the cached content with interfaces toward the node cached
this content. Their solution solves the problem of cache replication and increases the hit
ratio. On the other hand, the wrapper introduces a small delay and slightly decreases the
forwarding efficiency by just 5%.

Overlaying ICN on the existing IP network may increase the complexity of IP routing.
The authors in [50] discuss an overlay ICN approach, where the weighted graph theory was
used—Topology Graph (TG)—to implement their topology where nodes are gateways, one
per network, and links are established as overlay links between gateways. The controller is
connected to multiple gateways in multiple NDN networks to dynamically construct and
manage the ICN overlay. It also manages and updates FIB entries in the ICN gateway in the
following cases: (1) add a new gateway: a request message is sent from the new gateway to
the controller—with an assumption that the new gateway knows the controller IP to be
connected. The controller informs the nearby gateway and updates their FIB, tables (2) add
a new publisher: a request message with a new prefix is sent from the gateway—the new
publisher is connected- to the controller to define the next hop by calculating the shortest
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path. Then, the controller adds a new FIB entry to this gateway with a new prefix, and
(3) detects failure: the gateway sends a failure message to the controller, which checks
connectivity between the consumer gateway and the publisher gateway. If any failure is
detected, the controller updates the failure value in TG, recalculates the shortest paths
for all publisher nodes, and updates FIB tables. If the failure value of a link exceeds a
threshold value, the controller modifies the TG to balance the load, and then it updates
FIB tables. According to the simulation results, the delay and content retrieval time is less.
On the other hand, choosing the proper threshold value to modify TG depends on many
parameters, which may negatively affect the approach performance.

The authors in [51] also adopted DHT for name resolution where they separated the
Edge Service Network (ESN) and core transmission network. SDN technology is used in
ESN to implement intelligent data routing and caching functions. IP functions are used
in the core transmission network to provide high-speed and wide-area transmission. The
global name resolution is performed by the controller utilizing DHTs and OF gateways
between the domains. The main drawback of their work is not taking CCN routing
specifications when making routing decisions. Table 4 summarizes the approaches that
targeted ICN over OpenFlow and P4 as a southbound protocol in SDN.

Table 4. ICN over OpenFlow or P4.

Approach Related
Work ICN Model SDN

Controller Advantages Limitations

1. Extending
OF Protocol

[42] NDN Ryu
Provides ICN
functionalities

OF switches and controllers
must be enhanced to deal with
changes in OF protocol[43] NDN POX

[45] NDN Ryu Insufficiently tested

2. Extending
OF Switch

[44] NDN SDN-Like (OF) Enables content name
processing in OF network

Standardizes OF switches from
different vendors[45] NDN Ryu

3. Using P4 [46] NDN-Like
(HTTP) SDN-Like (P4) Improves the transmission

efficiency of HTTP traffic

Increases overhead especially
on the forwarding device
because of the conversion and
hashing processes

4. Using Proxy [47] ICN-Like
(HTTP) FloodLight Enables content name

processing in OF network

1. Expensive because it requires
extra devices such as proxies;
2. Overloads the proxies and
forms delay and latency

5. Using
Overlay

[50] NDN SDN-Like Enables content name
processing in OF network

Overlaying ICN over IP may
not utilize all ICN benefits[51] CCN POX

5.3. Satellite–Terrestrial Networks

Some works focus on merging ICN and SDN networks to enhance Satellite–Terrestrial
networks. The authors in [52] proposed SDN-based ICN architecture for Satellite–Terrestrial
networks. Their proposed architecture provides QoS, flexible resource utilization, and
seamless communication that increases the quality of backhaul services and decreases the
core network burden. On the other hand, some challenges arise because of this integration,
such as: signaling, energy efficiency, caching mechanism, and security.

Liu et al. [53] proposed a user-driven cache replacement strategy for ICN–Satellite–
Terrestrial Networks. This proposed strategy is based on the content popularity and cache
capacity of the nodes to enhance and optimize the intra-network cache. They used the
high-orbit satellite as an SDN controller that is responsible for controlling, managing, and
updating routing, cache policies, and mobility.

The authors in [54] proposed an SDN-based ICN architecture for Satellite–Terrestrial
Integrated Networks (STINs) that provides flexible management and efficient content
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retrieval for STIN. Their architecture consists of a three-layer satellite network: (1) a control
plane (GEO) that contains a master controller, (2) a forwarding plane (MEO), and (3) Access-
plane (LEO). Each plane has satellites that have different functionalities. GEO satellites
are considered master controllers that are responsible for: (1) routing strategy calculation,
(2) caching updates, and (3) mobility management. MEO satellites are considered assistant
controllers that are responsible for: (1) routing policies between master and assistant con-
trollers, and (2) some of the master controller responsibilities of routing strategy calculation
and caching updates for the access satellites. LEO satellites are used to achieve better
signal quality and a lower round-trip delay. They also contain an on-board switch based
on POF to achieve compatibility with ICN. Each switch is equipped with a Cache Region
that contains the cached content and the content’s popularity. Moreover, to achieve better
efficiency in caching and content retrieval, a neighbor cache sharing and a coded caching
scheme are also proposed. Their work achieves significant traffic-load reduction. However,
the performance is enhanced when the neighbor cache sharing is one-hop away and needs
more improvement if the neighbor cache sharing is multi-hops away.

In addition, the authors in [55] extended the work in [56] and focused on implementing
ICN-SDN architecture for Satellite–Terrestrial networks to improve the routing of Big Data.
This is executed by implementing a modified NDN router with modified FIB and PIT
tables. The proposed routing algorithm, called the Virtual Node Matrix Routing algorithm
(VNMR), is placed in the main controller, and it is responsible for generating forwarding
paths according to FIB and PIT tables. VNMR obtains the routing matrix based on the
relative orientation of the source and destination nodes. Using VNMR helps in reducing
the spatial complexity and the time complexity of the routing algorithm. Their architecture
improves the routing efficiency in terms of request delay, request aggregation, FIB update
speed, and avoiding congested and failed links. Even though this architecture uses LRU
cache replacement, it leads to filling cache space. In other words, to achieve better results
for the whole architecture, a new satellite cache replacement strategy is needed. We notice
that by combining both approaches [54,55], the ICN-SDN for Satellite–Terrestrial network
performance may be improved. Table 5 summarizes the approaches of ICN and SDN in
Satellite–Terrestrial networks.

Table 5. ICN and SDN in Satellite-Terrestrial Networks.

Approach Related
Work ICN Model SDN

Controller Advantages Limitations

1. QoS [52] ICN-Like
(with FIB) SDN-Like Increases services’ quality

and decreases the burden

Initiate new problems:
signaling, energy, caching,
and security

2. Caching
[53] ICN-Like SDN-Like Better efficiency of caching

and content retrieval
in STINs

1. Problems with data security
2. Complex system[54] ICN-Like SDN-Like (POF)

3. Routing
and Forwarding [55] NDN SDN-Like (OF)

1. Decreases delay
2. Improves routing
efficiency by avoiding
congested and failed links

Fill up the cache space

5.4. Enhancing 5G Networks

Now, 5G is the fifth-generation technology standard for broadband cellular networks,
which evolved from 4G cellular networks by providing a very high data rate “up to
10 Gbps”, much lower latency, better capacity, and QoS to accommodate the increasing
wireless traffic [116].

Some works include centralized control, SDN, and Network Function Virtualization
(NFV) to enhance content delivery such as in [117,118]. ICN is an appropriate solution for
wireless networks since it supports name-based routing, in-network caching, and mobility.
Therefore, 5G can benefit from ICN and SDN paradigms to improve the QoS of 5G wireless
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networks and reduce latency, where ICN is used to enhance content delivery to mobile users
by utilizing its caching characteristics, while SDN and NFV are used to improve network
programmability and management. The work in [57] utilizes Mobile Edge Computing
(MEC) 5G technology to achieve the fastest data communication capability in the Internet
of Things (IoT).

The authors in [58] proposed a solution to enhance the QoS of retrieving Big Data
multimedia over 5G. This was achieved by integrating: (1) ICN technology to choose
the best cache station, and (2) NFV-based SDN architecture which monitors the wireless
information dynamically to choose the shortest path with the lowest noise.

Li, Ota, and Dong [59] proposed an SDN-based orchestration scheme. Their scheme
has both traditional, i.e., IP-based, and CCN flows. CCN is used to increase content
availability and security by utilizing its characteristics and capabilities, such as: caching
and location independence. At the same time, the SDN controller is used to manage
and control CCN flow, traditional flows, and computation services at the edge of the
network. They implement an SDN-based forwarding strategy that supports both ICN-
based and IP-based forwarding. Their results outperformed the traditional structure for
small-scale networks.

Vakilinia and Elbiaze [60] utilized ICN caching and proposed two algorithms to
minimize latency in 5G backhaul networks: (1) a distributed algorithm that is located
in backhaul switches to detect and handle congestion locally and temporarily by using
threshold blacklists for IP-addresses and content-names, and (2) centralized algorithm
that is located in the SDN controller to treat congestion by selecting the optimal routes
dynamically, balancing the traffic load, and orchestrating Radio Base Stations (RBS) all
over the backhaul networks. NFV is merged with the SDN controller to manage mobile
traffic. Their approach shows better results in terms of latency and application utilization
in comparison with other computing-based architectures used for Radio Access Networks
(RAN) such as Cloud-RAN and MEC.

Since multimedia video/audio streaming traffic comprises 70 percent of mobile traffic,
Zhang, and Zhu [61] proposed an architecture that aims to solve traffic delay issues for
multimedia Big Data transmission in 5G networks and to fit in with multimedia time-
sensitive and bandwidth-intensive applications. This was achieved by integrating: (1) ICN
to utilize in-network caching, (2) NFV to encapsulate the physical layer into multiple
virtualized networks to select the best path, and (3) SDN to dynamically reconfigure
5G wireless and radio access resources. To optimize this integration, they also proposed
three virtual networks and transmit power allocation schemes to: (1) maximize the effective
capacity for a single requester, (2) optimize the aggregate effective capacity and power
allocation fairness for multiple requesters, and (3) coordinate noncooperative gaming
strategy among all requesters, respectively, that shows a better convergence in comparison
with Nash equilibrium.

5.5. Traffic Engineering (TE)

Some researchers employ TE in ICN-SD networks to provide QoS or Quality of
Experience (QoE) to service [62,63]. The authors in [63] attempted to achieve QoS for
queueing and managing traffic on the chosen route. They proposed two map lists: (1) map
and aggregate NDN flows with various types/classes/priorities, and (2) map different
types/classes/priorities to different queues using multiple management and scheduling
algorithms. NOX controller monitors and analyses flow information. It also regulates map
lists by: (1) ranking flows based on priority, (2) choosing a queue scheduling algorithm,
and (3) testing the impact on the Interests and contents.

Zhang et al. [64] utilized deep learning (DL) and reinforcement learning to overcome
complex issues that occur by having ICN in the network. Moreover, DL is used to optimize
traffic bandwidth utilization and load balancing in SDN networks. They implemented an
intelligent TE (iTE) in the SDN controller by applying: (1) DL technique to take advantage of
the correlation between bandwidth demand and content names, i.e., the needed bandwidth
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can be estimated because the requested data are related to the content name, (2) bloom filter
to collect in-network cache information, and (3) reinforcement learning in an implemented
module, Parallel Decision-Making (PDM), to make TE decisions adaptively. However, iTE
faces data security and privacy problems. Moreover, the authors noticed that deep learning
is influenced by data quantity and quality.

Liu et al. [65] proposed a centralized control edge computing (EC) architecture for
video streaming in NDN networks. Videos are divided according to the content and user’s
interest and then distributed to different EC nodes to avoid redundant cache and save
cache resources. Since EC nodes suffer from limited caching and computing resources,
the need for an SDN controller appears, which is used to offer a solution for content
scheduling problems under resource constraints. According to the results in [65], the
proposed architecture enhances QoE and reduces both transmission delay and bandwidth
utilization. However, the name rules provided by data providers and users must be taken
into consideration in the moving process.

Abar et al. [66] proposed a fog computing approach to improve the QoE on the Internet
of vehicles for users requesting video multimedia. They proposed a cache-node selection
algorithm that uses SDN strategy and cloud-based technology, Fog Computing, in the
ICN network.

Hayamizu et al. [67] proposed an elastic Function Offloading Network (FON) that
provides QoE for streaming users and service reliability for Service Function Chaining
(SFC). However, the implemented design does not take into consideration the resource
availability of service functions, multipath routing, and load balancing.

The work in [68] is a sample of managing IoT networks by combining ICN-SDN
networks to enhance users’ QoE and to increase network performance and security. The
authors in [68] proposed multiple controlling planes: Operational, Tactical, and Strategic.
The operational plane is an ICN architecture smart-data plane that contains controllers
which control local clusters. The tactical plane manages clusters in the operational plane,
and it does preprocess tasks before sending data to the cloud. A strategic plane is a cloud-
controlled environment that manages the entire network. Moreover, each network cluster
in each plane has three controlling units: Model, View, and Control (MVW). MVW units
help in separating and controlling functionalities. They found that separating controller
functionalities over MVW units improves the controllers’ performance and allows con-
current task processing. While having in-network caching in ICN architecture decreases
the traffic of actions distributed from the controller to the switch. Table 6 summarizes the
approaches targeting QoS when ICN and SDN are combined.

Table 6. QoS in ICN and SDN.

Approach Related
Work ICN Model SDN

Controller Advantages Limitations

1. Enhancing 5G
Networks

[58] ICN SDN-Like
Optimizes QoS of 5G
networks in terms of
latency and
content delivery

May face instability
problems in large-scale
wireless networks

[59] CCN Ryu

[60] NDN-Like SDN-Like (OF)

[61] ICN SDN-Like (OF)

2. Having
Map-lists [63] NDN NOX

Load balancing,
prioritizing flows, and
optimizing path
BW utilization

It may increase the system’s
complexity and produce
a delay

3. Artificial
Intelligence (AI) [64] NDN-Like SDN-Like

Optimizes the whole
network performance and
load balancing

May increase
system complexity
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Table 6. Cont.

Approach Related
Work ICN Model SDN

Controller Advantages Limitations

4. Video Streaming
[65] NDN SDN-Like Express the user’s interest

preferences in real-time
for video streaming

Video names are not the
same for the data provider
and the requester[66] NDN SDN-Like (OF)

5. Service Function
Chaining [67] CCN SDN-Like (OF) Provide service reliability

and video streaming QoE
Not support multipathing,
and load balancing

5.6. Routing and Forwarding

Many research areas focus on having a controller to optimize ICN routing. In [69,70],
an SRCS architecture was proposed. SRSC is an NDN clean-slate implementation that
uses NDN messaging. First, the controller knows all nodes in its domain and the edge
nodes of the adjacent domains. Then, it fills its content table, which combines the content
name with the nodes that store this content. Each CS in SRSC informs the controller if any
content is added or removed. Hence, the controller updates its content table. When a node
receives a request, and its CS does not have the content, or its FIB table does not have the
forwarding entry for this request, it will send this request to the controller. Based on the
content table, if the content is within the controller’s domain, the controller computes the
shortest path between the requesting node and the node having content. Otherwise, the
controller computes the shortest path between the requesting node and the edge nodes
of adjacent domains. Then, the controller replies with a forwarding rule to nodes along
the reverse path. Accordingly, large networks must be divided into subdomains and have
multiple distributed controllers to avoid overloading one controller. According to the
results in [69,70], the number of network messages is reduced, and the cache hit ratio
is increased.

The Controller-based Routing Scheme for Named Data Network (CRoS over NDN)
was proposed in [71–74]. CRoS provides a control layer above NDN. This approach limits
the Interest flooding, which reduces the routing overhead. The controller’s responsibility is
to make routing and forward decisions based on signaling information on content names
in the received packets. First, the controller identifies the consumer node and the producer
node. Then, it calculates the shortest path between them based on the number of sequenced
nodes. Then, a new FIB entry is added to each FIB table in each node between the consumer
and the publisher. One drawback of this approach is that FIB entries need to be updated
if the network topology is changed. Furthermore, this approach produces congestion in
the network because the controller must parse the signaling information. The suggested
solutions in [69,71–74] add a burden on the controller since the routers consult the controller
on each Interest packet.

Son et al. [75] used the concept of Content-Centric, NFD, and SDN to implement a
forward strategy. This was achieved by having a Forwarding Table (FT) (instead of PIT
and FIB in the original NDN), Content Update Table, and Content List Table in multiple
distributed controllers. The proposed FT has the following components: (1) content name,
(2) router ID, (3) cluster-ID, (4) requesting node, and (5) requesting cluster. Once a router
receives a request, it initially asks the local controller about the requested content location.
If the controller finds the requested content name in its Content List Table, it will notify the
router, which will modify the Interest packet to the content location. Otherwise, the router
modifies the Interest packet with a default value to route the Interest to the next cluster.
Once the Interest reaches its destination, the publisher asks its local controller about the
requester location that is saved in the controller’s Content Update Table. Finally, the values
in the Content Update Table are recorded in the Content List Table when the requester
receives the Data packet. This approach overloads the controller with many processes:
(1) process each Interest, (2) process each Data packet, and (3) update its tables.
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The authors in [76] increased the CCN routers’ flexibility by proposing an SDCCN
architecture that supports a programmable forwarding strategy and caching policies. The
controller and CNN-switch in SDCCN architecture communicate through a Protocol Obliv-
ious Forwarding (POF) instead of an OF protocol. POF was chosen because (1) it supports
OpenFlow messages and load balancing, (2) it can process variable-length content names,
and (3) it eliminates the need for hashing names since it can process the bytes of packets.
The POF flow table is used to implement the FIB table, which contains three fields: rules,
actions, and statistics. The rule field contains a content name and a bit mask that will
indicate whether the corresponding bit of the content name will be considered during the
forwarding lookup or not. This lookup is performed by comparing the bytes presented
in rules in the rule field and the bytes of a field, defined by the tuple search keys {offset,
size}. Moreover, the authors extend the switches with a new Cache Rules Table (CRT),
which is responsible for storing cache rules that determine which content should be stored
in the cache. The controller in their prototype is in charge of: (1) installing a forwarding
strategy to switches, (2) managing cache policies and CSs, and (3) updating and modifying
SDCCN tables, i.e., PIT, FIB, CS, and CRT. However, using bit masks and bit-wise search
keys increases the complexity of the proposed architecture.

The main concept of decoupling in SDN was also used in [77]. The controller checks
and monitors the proposed routing strategy protocol to solve some NDN issues such as
scalability, bandwidth consumption, and latency especially caused by FIB updating, i.e.,
NDN uses a flooding mechanism to update FIB. This is mainly performed by implementing
multiple tables in network switches and controller. The implemented main table is Flow-
FIB. The controller used its global view of the network to implement this table for each
switch, which includes one or more actions for each prefix to forward the Interest to its
request. Then, it sends these actions to the Flow-FIB table in the network switch. The
switch does not have to communicate with the controller for each Interest, since it has
the corresponding action of the received prefix in its Flow-FIB table. This reduces wasted
time and decreases the load on the controller. Moreover, this work proposed a cache
replacement policy within the switch itself. This decision is taken based on the content
popularity retrieved from statistical information from the Flow-FIB table.

An SDN-like intradomain routing (SDAR) is proposed in [78], where the controller
uses its holistic view of the network to collect network information from nodes using NDN
packets. Then, it utilizes this information to calculate the best path for each node by using
either single-path or multi-path routing algorithms. As a result of having all computations
in the controller instead of taking place in nodes, multi-path routing in SDAR enhances
routing performance because it reduces traffic overhead and dynamically responds to
network topology changes and link failure.

Luo et al. [79] targeted the Couple Service Location and Inter-Domain Routing (CoLoR)
ICN model. CoLoR has a node called Resource Management (RM) in each domain that
peers with another RM of another domain. Content reachability in its domain is RM’s
responsibility. They introduced a logical controller called Network Controller (NC) that
has the following responsibilities: (1) managing one or more domains, (2) taking decisions
on where to cache contents, and (3) routing computation by utilizing two identifiers: (a)
Service Identifiers (SID) that identify services and (b) Path Identifiers (PID) that identify
flows. Their work tried to utilize the concept of having a logical controller in the network
that does not have an OF-Controller.

A multipath forwarding strategy of Interest pipeline distribution that is controlled by
a centralized controller was proposed in [80]. The strategy enhances parallel data retrieval
from multiple on-path or off-path routers. The controller utilizes its global view on the
network to (1) compute the forwarding strategy, (2) create and manage a map of the current
state of NDN on-path and off-path routers, and (3) specify the pipeline depth per router.
The controller communicates with routers via two types of messages: (1) a forwarding
message, where the router informs the controller that it does not have the requested data,
and (2) an update message, where the router informs the controller of the newly cached
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data. This approach has a one-time cost with a little latency overhead that depends on the
closeness of the controller to the routers, not on the number of routers. This latency occurs
because the consumer must wait for the controller update configuration before connecting
to the appropriate router. This can be resolved by placing the controller closer to the router.

The authors in [81] introduced a virtual point between content sources to optimize
many-to-many multicasting. They implement Multicast-based Traffic Optimization (MTO)
as an SDN-aid. SDN controller has seven modules: three for collecting network statistics,
topology, and caching information; and four modules for MTO that are used to implement
a tunnel-based multicast tree to aggregate traffic with the same source, destination, and
QoS requirements. This tunnel improves network scalability since bandwidth is allocated
based on tunnels. The results show that MTO has almost the same performance in terms
of bandwidth utilization and load balancing as for normal NDN forwarding and other
multicast approach proposed in [82] in small networks with a small number of content
sources. In contrast, it shows a better performance in large and complex networks. However,
the performance of MTO is not studied in terms of link failure and fault tolerance. Moreover,
MTO parameters must be accurately chosen to avoid metric insensitivity.

Madureira et al. [83] proposed NDN-Fabric network architecture that combines SDN
and NDN. NDN-Fabric was implemented in P4 language. The proposed architecture
combines content-centric and path-based models. NDN Fabric has one logic centralized
controller in the core network and distributed controllers in the edge network. This
architecture: (1) enhances the NDN scalability of NDN, and (2) improves packet forwarding
efficiency by using multipath forwarding, route segmentation, route redundancy, and
load balancing.

In [84], the authors tried to enhance the main NDN intradomain routing protocol,
Named-data Link State Routing (NLSR). They introduced a routing mechanism that com-
bines NLSR with SDN by utilizing the P4 language. The SDN controller uses its global view
of the network to establish resource-location mapping, and it is responsible for processing
NLSR packets. Leveraging the SDN controller reduces NLSR’s convergence time and the
number of exchanged routing packets.

The approach in [85] has multiple distributed controllers, where each controller has
two tables to maintain network information: (1) a local content forwarding table and (2) an
adjacent content forwarding table. The controller decides the optimal route based on the
tables’ information and by using the Genetic Algorithm (GA). The algorithm takes into
consideration QoS constraints and aims to optimize the whole network performance. This
approach also has content gateways between NDN and IP networks that are responsible
for protocol conversion. The Interest packet is forwarded to the controller if there is no
matching in PIT, CS, and FIB, respectively. The controller chooses the optimal path in its
local NDN domain. If it does not find the content that Interest requested, it will forward
the Interest to an adjacent NDN domain. Otherwise, the Interest is posted to the internet
through the gateway.

A prototype called SPARC was proposed in [86]. SPARC integrates ICN into the POF
network by adding ICN_Protocol filed to the Ethernet frame header to distinguish ICN
packets from other packets such as IP packets. SPARC has a cluster of controllers that are
implemented in a hierarchical structure, global and regional controllers, and work in hybrid
mode, i.e., combining both reactive and proactive modes. Each controller has five modules:
(1) device discovery module to store information about network devices, (2) link discovery
module to detect interconnected links between POF switches, (3) topology management
module to create a holistic view of the network, (4) message communication module to
create a synchronous horizontal channel between global controllers and asynchronous
vertical channel between a global controller and its associated regional controllers, and
(5) ICN routing and mobility module to compute the best path to requested content in
a stable and mobile network. In SPARC, all ICN hosts must first inform their regional
controllers of their content resources. Then, when any host requests some content, the
first POF switch replies with the requested data if it caches these data. Otherwise, the
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POF switch forwards the request to the regional controller, which in turn asks the global
controller. If the global controller finds the requested data in its domain, it will choose
the best provider, the best path, and where to cache these data. If the data are not in their
domain, the global controller will communicate with another global controller via the
horizontal channel to calculate the best path and route data from the neighbor domain.
Once a host changes its place, one of the two scenarios may occur. In the first scenario, the
host changes its location but within the same domain. In this case, the detached POF device
informs the regional controller, which in turn informs the global controller. The latter will
dynamically redirect the requesters to the new position. In the second scenario, the host
changes its location to another domain. In this case, the global controller of the host’s
previous location will forward the requests to the global controller of the new domain,
which will recalculate the best path and inform the other global controllers.

The authors in [87] divided ICN into two communities based on the Interests’ similar-
ities. They implemented a clean-slate network using NDN messages and multiple SDN
controllers. Each controller is responsible for its cluster Interests, community division, and
routing decisions. There are two types of routing: (1) intracommunity routing based on
the same community information, and (2) intercommunity routing based on the social
relationship among communities.

Zhang et al. [88] also partitioned the domain into communities using eigenvalues. The
main difference between the work in [87,88] is the routing methods. The latter uses the
following routing methods: intracommunity routing and intercommunity routing. The
intracommunity routing provides the optimal route between the consumer and the last
forwarding point in the same community based on Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) with
the help of the information in a Content Index Table (CIT) that includes content index
information. The intercommunity routing suggests a path from the consumer in the local
community to the next community based on interaction frequency with the help of the
information in the Community Topology Table (CTT) that includes community topology
information. Solutions suggested in [86–88] increase the scalability of routing and data
retrieval in ICN networks because of using inter/intra clusters of SDN controllers, where
many critical tasks are offloaded from the top-layer controllers to the internal controllers.
On the other hand, and because of the same reasons, both approaches are vulnerable to
malware dissemination. Table 7 summarizes the approaches that try to optimize routing
and forwarding when ICN and SDN are combined.

Table 7. Routing and Forwarding in ICN and SDN.

Approach Related
Work ICN Model SDN

Controller Advantages Limitations

1. New SDN-based
routing mechanism

[69,70] NDN SDN-LikeS
Reduces the routing
overhead

1. Agnostic
2. Adds burden on
the controller

[71–74] NDN SDN-Like

[79] CoLoR SDN-Like

2. Implement a new
FW strategy [75] CCN-Like SDN-Like Eliminates Interest/Data

packets flooding

Overloads the
controller with
many processes

3.POF FIB flow table
and cache replacement
algorithms to
implement CRT

[76] NDN SDN-Like (POF)

1. Eliminates name to a
hash mapping
2. Increases CCN routers’
flexibility and forwarding
strategy performance

Increases
complexity

4. Adding tables to the
forwarding devices [77] NDN SDN-Like Reduces the wasted time

and the BW consumption

Violates one
of NDN
specifications
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Table 7. Cont.

Approach Related
Work ICN Model SDN

Controller Advantages Limitations

5. Multipathing
Forwarding Strategy

[78] NDN SDN-Like Reduces traffic overhead
and handles link failures

Latency may occur
[80] NDN SDN-Like

6. Multicast
Forwarding [81] NDN SDN-Like

Optimizes scalability, load
balancing, and
bandwidth utilization

Does not study
link failure

7. Using P4
[83] NDN SDN-Like (P4) Improves routing,

forwarding,
and scalability

Small hashing
process overhead[84] NDN ONOS (P4)

8. Cluster of
controllers and
Metaheuristic
Algorithms

[85] NDN SDN-Like Optimizes the scalability
of routing and
data retrieving

May increase
network
vulnerability to the
virus spreading

[86] ICN-Like SDN-Like (POF)

[87,88] NDN SDN-Like

5.7. Caching

Since caching is one of the main concepts in the ICN network, many works have
investigated how to benefit from having an SDN controller in the network to optimize
caching data in ICN. In [89], the authors claimed that the Interest forwarding process
can be accelerated when data caching is performed on chosen routers rather than on all
traverse routers. This is executed by implementing a greedy algorithm implemented in a
centralized controller.

A hybrid caching strategy (HCache) was proposed in [90]. HCache contains two
caching algorithms: (1) a deterministic caching algorithm at the edge routers to reduce
the delay at the end-user, where the SDN controller global view is leveraged to collect
the network information that is needed to calculate the caching policy and to inform
edge routers how to cache, and (2) a probabilistic caching algorithm at the core routers to
enhance the cache variety and reduce inter-domain traffic, where the probability takes into
consideration content popularity and access delay reduction. The authors compare HCache
to other deterministic and probabilistic caching algorithms such as Leave Copy Down
(LCD) and ProbCache, and the results show that HCache outperforms other algorithms in
terms of access delay, hit-ratio, and link traffic.

The controller in [91] has a strategy management module that: (1) decides which
content to be cached based on the content popularity using the Linear Network Coding
(LNC) algorithm, and (2) decides the route to the content to the closest cached data. This
caching strategy and content routing help in minimizing bandwidth utilization.

The SDICN prototype was proposed in [92], where OF-switch downloads requested
data from data stores instead of caching it on the switch to overcome memory issues. The
OF-switch resolves the content name as an IP option. Then, the OF-switch encapsulates
the original Interest in a new packet since the SDN controller cannot deal with the new IP
option. SDN controller in this approach is used to balance data traffic by optimizing the
data distribution in the network cache. This is achieved by implementing the following
algorithms in the controller: (1) Content Locating (CL) for redirecting consumer requests to
the data center with minimum cost, (2) Content Optimal Deployment (COD) for executing
content optimal deployment such as which data must be cached and where to cache data,
and (3) Path Optimizer (PO) for balancing network. According to the results, this approach
surpasses ICN.

Zhang et al. [93] proposed an SDN-based caching decision policy that enhances
multimedia delivery by reducing video delivery latency and computational complexity
using Integer Linear Programming (ILP). The proposed policy considers network dynamics,
such as cache location and content properties.
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In addition, the authors in [94] suggested caching in the controller, which may result
in controller flooding and inefficient in-network caching. This approach uses hierarchical
hashing to map contents’ names to values that match with the “Longest Prefix Match”.
However, the names are limited to eight components which can be considered another
drawback [94].

The approach in [95] has both CCN switches and IP switches in its network topology.
SDN controller makes cache decisions based on content popularity, which minimizes the
routing delay. This was achieved by applying new caching algorithms: (1) exponential-
time exact Integer Linear Problem for small networks, and (2) polynomial-time heuristic
algorithms for large-scale networks. The results of this approach were better than the
results of the three famous algorithms, Cache Everything Everywhere (CEE), Leave Copy
Down (LCD), and PROB, in terms of delay and hits.

Predicting content popularity using deep learning was presented in [96]. Deep-
Learning-based Content Popularity Prediction (DLCPP) is distributed among the forward-
ing devices. DLCPP uses Stacked Auto-Encoder (SAE) and Softmax deep learning methods
to extract and classify popularity Spatio-temporal features to predict the content popularity.
These predicted popularities are sent to the controller. Accordingly, the controller helps the
connected forwarding devices in content caching. The nodes in this work are randomly
chosen, and the authors suggested using some well-known methods to choose the input
nodes, such as betweenness and coloration, to overcome this drawback. Both of the works
in [95,96] do not mention how the use OF controller works with the CCN switches.

Yang et al. [97] proposed a caching strategy based on GA in ICN networks, called
Multiple-Round Parallel Genetic Algorithm (MRPGA). They claimed that MRPGA guaran-
tees a feasible solution by decomposing the problem and having multiple round iterations.
Because of the holistic view that the SDN controller has, MRPGA relies on it to collect the
popularity information of CRs. According to their simulation results, MRPGA has a higher
cache hit ratio and needs much less running time than normal GA.

Jmal and Fourati implemented Cache Management (CM) in the NDN network to store
the popular contents instead of caching each requested content in nodes in the path [98].
However, the content name is mapped to the IP address to be handled by OF-controller.
SDN controller manages CM, which chooses the caching strategy and takes popularity
decisions based on thresholds. Interest is forwarded from the consumer to the border node
with OF-controller. OF-Controller adds a new entry in the flow table and sends a request to
CM to check if it has the content and updates the content popularity counter. If CM has the
requested content, it informs the controller and sends the content to the consumer through
the controller. Otherwise, the controller installs the new rules in the OF-switch, and CCN
ordinary process occurs. If OF-controller does not find the requested content in its network,
it asks the adjacent OF-controllers and takes the response to the shortest path routing. As
per the results, the cache resources are optimized, and the hit ratio is high. However, there
is an extra load on the controller and the bandwidth utilization increases since all Interests
and Data packets are going through the controller, which slows down management of the
cache replacement.

The authors in [99] used stateful SDN instead of stateless ones. Stateful SDN refers to
an SDN where switches have intelligence and make some decisions. In their design, the
controller is responsible for network-wide decisions, while switches are responsible for
local decisions. This was achieved by using an OpenState Switch equipped with a cache
agent and actual storage to implement the NDN node. Each NDN node contains PIT, FIB,
CS, and Cache Lookup Table (CLT). Moreover, Interest and Data packets are implemented
as UDP payloads, and they use the methods mentioned in [48,119–121], to process NDN
packets and parse data fields in UDP packets in the OF-switch. The controller has no role
after the OpenState Switch configuration is completed, which violates the main concept
of SDN.

The work in [100] targeted the NDN network with some changes to the FIB table fields.
SDN controller has two tables: (1) the Global Topology table that has information about
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the network topology, and (2) the Global Data table that has information about data in
the network. Based on this information, the controller builds Flow-FIB tables in switches.
Flow-FIB has four extra fields for caching purposes: counter, rank, popularity, and action.
If the Interest content name is available in Flow-FIB, then the action will serve it with
the requested data from CS. Otherwise, the PIT will be checked. If it exists in PIT from
another port, the new requester port will be added to PIT. Otherwise, the switch will ask
the controller to look for the requested content. Every time Flow-FIB receives an Interest,
the counter field is incremented by one. The switch increasingly orders the requested
data and puts the order in the rank column. It will then use the ranked information to
calculate content popularity. Finally, the content in the CS will be reordered based on
content popularity. Interest processing in this work is faster than the normal NDN since
the switch immediately consults the Flow-FIB table instead of going through the normal
NDN process for dealing with an Interest packet.

In [101], the authors proposed a solution for large data distribution and retrieval
across multiple NDN routers’ caches. When an NDN router receives an Interest in the
requested large data, and it does not find the requested data in its CS, it will forward it to
the controller. Then, the controller will sort the routers in its domain based on the available
space in each router’s CS, where the router with the largest space comes first. The controller
will decide the number of routers needed to cache the file, splitting the received data among
the number of routers. After that, the controller will send configuration instructions on
how to forward the interest to the router. The router will use these instructions to forward
multiple interests to request these large data in segments. In addition, the controller will
send more instructions to the chosen routers that will store chunks of data. This work shows
a good transfer performance, but it suffers from small latency due to the communication
overhead with the controller, especially when the NDN routers are more than one hop
away from the controller. Hence, the work can be improved if the controller considers the
routers’ locations.

Zhang et al. [102] proposed a cached content-locating mechanism for ICN content
that uses: (1) Bloom Filtering (BF) to represent cache information, (2) Compress Sensing
to compress the BF, which in turn reduces the cache announcing overhead, and (3) SDN
controller to manage and maintain cache information. Initially, the SDN controller sends a
request to ICN nodes asking for their compressed cache information. After that, the ICN
nodes use BF to map the popular information, compress the resultant BF, and send it to the
controller. Then, the SDN controller recovers this compressed information and updates its
cache database. Finally, when the controller receives a new content request, it looks inside
its database to locate the ICN node that caches the needed content. Their mechanism can
deal with the enormous amount of cached data and the frequently updated cached data.
On the other hand, the error ratio in the mechanism differs according to the application
and must be carefully chosen to avoid depreciation in accuracy and performance.

Wireless networks were taken into consideration in [103], where the authors modified
the OpenFlow protocol to support matching and forwarding based on names instead
of IP addresses. Moreover, they used the SDN controller to improve the efficiency of
content delivery of Wireless Mesh Network (WMN) in ICN networks. Instead of having all
computations in wireless mesh nodes, the controller collects important network information
and statistics. Then, it uses these statistics in: (1) route decision, and (2) cache management,
which is performed by: (i) choosing the cache location, (ii) providing a cache identifier,
and (iii) distributing cached data among the network layer. Their results show that the
proposed approach is better when users are locally converged, and the average response
delay is reduced since the content is cached in a close place to users. Table 8 summarizes
the approaches that focus on caching when ICN and SDN are combined.
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Table 8. Caching in ICN and SDN.

Approach Related
Work ICN Model SDN

Controller Advantages Limitations

1. New caching
algorithms

[91] NDN-Like SDN-Like

1. Reduces BW
utilization and delay
2. Increases hit ratio

May violate the
content confidentiality
and privacy

[95] CCN SDN-Like (OF)

[100] NDN SDN-Like

[90] NDN SDN-Like

[93] ICN-Like SDN-Like

2. External data stores [92] ICN-Like NOX
Solves the low storage
capacity of
OF switches

Increases overhead
on controller

3. Hierarchical
hashing [94] CCN SDN-Like (OF)

Enables LPM and
name prefix
aggregation

1. Floods Controller
2. Limited prefix
length

4. Deep Learning [96] NDN Floodlight Good Performance

1. Produces small
overhead
2. Choosing nodes
randomly

5. Metaheuristic
Algorithm [97] NDN SDN-Like

1. Increase hit ratio
2. Accelerated
convergence

Increase overhead
on controller

6. New controller’s
management module [98] NDN Floodlight

1. Optimizes utilizing
cache resources
2. Increases hit ratio

Increases load on
controller and
BW utilization

7. Stateful SDN [99] NDN-Like SDN-Like (OF)

Zero control traffic
and short latency after
the initial
configuration

Violates the
SDN concept

8. Cache large data [101] NDN SDN-Like Better performance
than default NDN

1. It adds a delay
2. Just applicable to
Big Data

9. Compressed
Sensing [102] ICN-Like SDN-Like Overcomes main

cache issues
Lack of accuracy
affects performance

10. WMN utilizes
cache points, and the
controller optimizes
cache management

[103] ICN-Like
(HTTP)

KulCloud
OpenMUL v4.0.1

Improves Name-based
Wireless efficiency,
especially for
local coverage

Performance and
delay depend on the
cache location

5.8. Scalability and Mobility

Because of caching and content-based networks, ICN faces a scalability problem. Sev-
eral works [104–108] have proposed approaches to solve this scalability issue.
Gao et al. [104,105] designed a cluster of controllers that are arranged hierarchically. Each
area/domain has a controller to manage: (1) local network resources such as devices, link
bandwidth, and storage usage, and (2) local content resources such as Interest matching,
route decision, and cache replacement. These area controllers are connected to a root con-
troller that optimizes resource utilization and ensures scalability since it has a centralized
global view of the network.

The authors in [106] proposed a novel architecture caching and forwarding strategy
for NDN based on SDN called (FCR-NS). The architecture improves the routing by using
separate routing within the zones (intra-zone) and between the zones (inter-zone). Each
zone is divided into two planes: the data plane and the control plane. The Control-plane
contains a controller that contains four tables: (1) Global-Top, (2) Global-Data, (3) Global-
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Data-Bloom Filter (BF), and (4) Routing Information Base (RIB). The data plane, on the
other hand, contains the switches, which contain five tables each. The SDN controller
manages the fast intra-zone routing process by using the first two tables in the controller
to build a FIB table for all switches in the controller’s domain. It also manages the fast
interzone routing process by consulting the Global-Data-BF table if the requested data
exist in its table. If the requested content is available within the controller’s domain, the
requested data will be forwarded to the requested node. Otherwise, the controller forwards
the content to another controller. Using BF speeds up the name searching and forwarding
processes. Moreover, the architecture avoids caching content redundancy and resource
wastage due to its usage of an efficient cache replacement strategy that is based on the
real-time calculation of the popularity of the data by the switches.

The approach in [107] used off-line information of the network topology to proactively
calculate the number of cache servers and their optimal location based on: (1) higher
closeness centrality, (2) minimum path stretch values, (3) higher betweenness centrality,
and (4) load balancing in the network. After that, the controller installs the flow rules in
the switches that map content names to cache servers. When a switch receives a request,
and it matches with one of the entries in its flow table, the content will be delivered to the
requesting node from the switch’s closest cache server. Otherwise, the request is forwarded
to the controller to calculate the best path between the content provider and the cache
server. Then, the requested content is delivered to the requested node after saving a copy of
the content in the cache server. This approach shows remarkable results in terms of traffic
overhead and latency compared with other approaches. However, if the number of cache
servers increases, the computation time for the location of cache servers using the values of
closeness centrality, path-stretch, and betweenness centrality increase drastically.

The authors in [108] focused on reducing the computation time of the approach
proposed in [107]. The computation overhead occurs because the traffic matrices are sparse
since most of the traffic passes through only a few switches called important switches. The
approach in [108] solves the sparse matrices problem by connecting each important switch
to a caching server. The location of each important switch is calculated by using Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) and QR factorization with column pivoting technique of linear
algebra. Their approach shows a reduction in computation time, traffic overhead, and
power consumption.

In [109], NDN overlays IP. The authors tried to leverage a centralized SDN controller
to solve the problems that occur because of moving consumers. In their approach, when
the consumer detaches from a network, the SDN controller dynamically updates FIB tables.
Then, when the consumer connects to a new network, the SDN controller controls the
synchronization between the consumer and the producer. Based on their observations,
when a consumer detached from one network and joined another, it did not lose the
content updates during the handover. However, their approach suffers from control
overheads. These overheads increase as consumer speed, network size, and window
size increase. Moreover, the same authors tried to evaluate their approach in terms of
energy consumption [110]. The results show that the proposed approach is better and
more effective for bigger contents’ size and larger intervals between requests. However,
their results in both works [109,110] did not reflect the real world since their scenario
included two routers and one controller, consumer, and publisher. Table 9 summarizes the
approaches targeting scalability and mobility when both ICN and SDN are combined.

5.9. Miscellaneous

Different approaches try to combine both paradigms in different ways. The authors
in [111,112] proposed a Function-Centric Service Chaining (FCSC) mechanism that ex-
tended content naming to function naming where names are used to identify, forward,
and retrieve services in addition to data chunks. It has a naming layer that separates the
policy module, which determines the needed function to handle the received flow from
the routing module. The controller is responsible for deciding which policy the income
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flow needs and then sends the result to the ingress. Ingress tags the function list in the
packet header as hierarchy naming (/DPI/Firewall), as in NDN. Once the switch or the
middle box receives the packet, it removes the name from the header. After that, the packet
is forwarded to the next function based on Longest Prefix Matching (LPM) in switch FIB.
FIB is controlled by the routing module, which can be distributed using Open Shortest Path
First (OSPF) or centralized using SDN.

Table 9. Scalability and Mobility in ICN and SDN.

Approach Related Work ICN Model SDN
Controller Advantages Limitations

1. Hierarchy
cluster of
controllers

[104,105] PURSUIT
and NDN SDN-Like

Optimizes resource
utilization and
ensures scalability

A problem in burden
trade-off between domain
controllers and root
controllers and
setup delay

[106] NDN SDN-Like

[107] NDN SDN-Like

[108] NDN SDN-Like

2. Multiple
protocols [109,110] NDN SDN-Like

Overcomes consumer
mobility by losing
content updates during
the handover

Suffers from
control overheads

Popular multimedia content retrieval was taken into consideration in the work sug-
gested in [113]. The controller was used to: (1) improve ICN scalability and reliability, and
(2) reduce network congestion. This helps in multimedia content retrieving by caching
content as close as possible to the consumer. This was achieved by analyzing the gath-
ered statistics of multimedia data requested by users of certain geographical regions in
the controller.

Chen et al. [114,115] proposed a joint resource allocation for caching, computing, and
networking to balance energy consumption and network usage cost. The data-plane in
their approach included caching and computing devices in addition to forwarding devices.
The controller contains a management module that manages the aforementioned devices.
Moreover, the controller dynamically guides different interest request types (content name
request or service request) to their devices. It orchestrates networking, caching, and
computing to allocate optimal resources by reducing complexity, computational signaling
overhead, and energy consumption.

Table 10 includes a summary of a performance analysis of some of the related works, in
terms of bandwidth utilization, throughput, latency, cache hit ratio, and resources consumption.

Table 10. Related Work Performance.

Paper Performance

[42] The ‘cost’ of header manipulation is 2000 PPS.

[44]

• NDN–SDN provides a 19% reduction in BW usage compared to the NDN-Best-route strategy.
• CPU switch consumption is low in comparison with NDNS [77].
• NDN–SDN reduces the memory overhead by 9% compared to NDN-Flooding.
• With 400 nodes, NDN–SDN reduces the delay time by 27% compared to NDN-Flooding.
• With 300 nodes, NDN–SDN increases cache hits by 29% compared to NDN-Flooding.

[45]
• The percentage of download time reduction in SDN-NDN will be stable at about 30%.
• The time for table lookup of CS and PIT, with the processing time of the Controller, is about 2%.

[47]
• At a hit rate of 80%, the server’s throughput decreases by 52%.
• The improvement in the delay is nearly 75%.

[48,49] Wrapper slightly degrades forwarding performance but no more than 5%.
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Table 10. Cont.

Paper Performance

[50]
• The controller adds links to the overlay in order to keep the target failure below the selected threshold.
• The delay in the topology with SDN is 0.25 ms less than without SDN.
• Data retrieval time is on average less than 500 s for topology with SDN.

[53] Hit cache ratio of the proposed UDPAM is around 3.5%, while for LCE it is 2%, and LRU is 1.25%.

[54] 12.5% of traffic is saved compared with the baseline.

[55,56] Average delay of the proposed approach is 50 ms and it is about 80 ms in traditional SDN networks.

[59]

• Because of caching, the download traffic from cloud servers with the proposed solution (ECCN) is reduced nearly
to 0 after 20,000 s.

• The download traffic with the mobile edge computing method is more than 3 Mb/s after 35,000 s and for the
original mode, it is 50 Mb/s all the time.

• The hit ratio with ECCN is near 100% after 20,000 s, while the mobile edge computing method only has a 60% hit
ratio at the same time.

[60]

• Average response delay for the proposed dynamic location increases from 20–60 ms while the uplink traffic
rate increases.

• Proposed scheme has the highest application utilization both for TCP and ICN in comparison with Cloud-RAN
(CRAN) and MEC.

[64] Proposed mechanism leads to consistently higher throughput (around 12.5% more) in comparison with Load balancing,
shortest path first, and Deep Reinforcement Learning mechanisms.

[66]

• Proposed approach (FellowMecache) always takes the highest throughput (from 0.3 to 0.41) in comparison with
other approaches that mostly have throughput <0.22.

• Delay of FellowMecache is 1.02 × 10−3 ms while for other approaches, it is between 5.67 × 10−3 ms to
2.66 × 10−3 ms.

• Overhead ratio of FellowMecache decreases with the increase in the number of nodes while it increases for other
mechanisms, i.e., the overhead ratio is 32% and 17% of FellowMecache when the number of nodes increases from
50 to 500 nodes.

[67]
• Proposed SFC/FON throughput is higher and better than SFC.
• The normalized traffic load for SFC/FON is around 1 and for SFC is about 6 because SFC/FON can reduce such

redundant traffic by leveraging multicast and cached video segments.

[69,70] The proposed SRSC overhead represents 18.0% of the overall traffic that comes from the control messages

[71–74]
• Signaling efficiency is 75% better in the proposed scheme than in NLSR.
• Convergence time is 1000 s faster in comparison with NLSR.

[75]

• Signaling efficiency in the proposed forwarding strategy is more efficient than other strategies since it takes less
time for content delivery, especially for a high number of requests.

• As the number of requests increases, the number of interests in the proposed strategy slightly increases because it
does not broadcast interests to all neighbors as some other strategies.

[77]

• With 1500 nodes, the use of the proposed NDNS architecture minimizes the bandwidth utilization by 26%
compared to NDN-flooding strategy.

• With 2500 nodes, the use of NDNS architecture minimizes the delay time by 27% compared to NDN-flooding strategy.
• With 3000 nodes, the use of NDNS architecture minimizes the bootstrap times by 26% compared to NDN-flooding strategy.
• With 3000 nodes, the use of NDNS architecture raises the cache hits by 9% compared to NDN-flooding strategy.

[78]
• In the proposed approach (SDAR), when a link failure occurred and lasted more than the threshold, 64 Interests

interrupted the controller under the single-path settings and only 16 Interests in the multi-path settings.
• SDAR multi-path enhances response speed for traffic redirecting upon link changes and failures.

[80]

For transferring 1000 × 8 KB file
• Distributed Multipath Forwarding Strategy (D-MP) proposed strategy performs 10.4× and 12.5× better than the

default NDN implementation with in-network caching disabled and enabled, respectively.
• Centralized SDN control for the Multipath Forwarding Strategy (S-MP) proposed strategy performs performance

gains of 10.6× and 12.6× with in-network caching disabled and enabled, respectively.
• S-MP performs 1.92% and 0.8% for transferring 1000 × 8 KB files.

[81]
MTO outperforms NDN in terms of overall network cost on all topologies, especially for larger topologies since MTO
can efficiently utilize multiple content sources while others cannot, e.g., for random topologies MTO cost is 50% less
than normal NDN.
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[83]

• When the number of FIB entries is fixed, PPS is almost the same for NDN-FAB and UDP/IP
• When the number of FIB entries is variable, the NDN-FAB switch can process 21% more PPS than UDP/IP switch.
• NDN-FAB outperforms UDP/IP in terms of delay in all cases (fixed or variable number of hops and number of FIB

entries), e.g., when the number of FIB entries is fixed average delay in UDP/IP switch 100x more than for
NDN-FAB.

[84]
• In the proposed NLSR-P4, the number of Root Advise (RA) Interest packets is 42.9% less than the traditional NLSR.
• In the proposed NLSR-P4, the number of Link-State Advertisement (LSAs) Interest packets is 33.4% less than the

traditional NLSR.

[85]
• In the proposed routing algorithm, BW utilization is 22% less than Yang’s and Hou’s algorithms.
• The proposed routing algorithm can realize lower resource consumption than Yang’s and Hou’s algorithms

e.g., for 50 nodes network, power consumption is 104, 1.1 × 104, and 1.2 × 104, respectively.

[86]
• Throughput in the proposed architecture (SPARC) increases at a near-linear trend when the number of global and

regional controllers increases.
• SPARC suffers from 80 MB memory consumption.

[87]

For Deltacom network topology:
• Average throughput is 2.7× more in the proposed RISC than normal NDNF.
• RISC is more stable where the fluctuation coefficient is 50% less than NDNF.
• RISC’s overall delay is about 4.3 ms.
• Average controller processing time in RISC is 0.15 ms.

[88]
• Proposed CRSCD delay is about 13 ms, while it is around 8 ms for RISC [87]
• The average routing count is approximately 4.5 and 5 for CRSCD and RISC, respectively.
• Routing success rate is approximately 0.997 and 0.973 for CRSCD and RISC, respectively.

[89] For proposed centralized in-network caching is double the traditional ICN caching.

[90]
• Link traffic reduces from 1600 kb/s (in LCD) and 1500 kb/s (in ProbCache) to 1200 kb/s (in the proposed HCache).
• Delay is 30% less in HCache than LCD and 22% less than ProbCache.
• Hit ratio is 50% better in HCache than in LCD and 40% less than ProbCache.

[92]
• The processing delay is 3.5 ms in the proposed framework SDICN.
• SDICN storage overhead is 50% less than CCN.
• SDICN hit ratio is 85% compared with CCN.

[93]

• The proposed SDN-based caching decision policy reduces the number of interest packets (from 18,987 to 17,279
when network cache size ranges from 10% to 100%), while the other policies must generate or broadcast at least
97,378 interest packets.

• The proposed SDN-based caching decision policy enhances the hit ratio (from 25% to 65% when network cache
size increases from 10% to 100%), while it is 55% for the other policies.

[97] The SUR (the ratio of the total volume of caches to the total caching) of MRPGA is better than that of GA, i.e., SUR is
60% and 80% for MRPGA and GA, respectively.

[121]

Total delay caused by NDNFlow:
• OVS adds an additional delay of 0.300 ms
• Configuring a new content flow costs an additional 62.172 ms at the CCNx daemon.
• The OVS daemon adds 240.624 ms.

[100]

• The proposed replacement policy (NC-SDN) minimizes the number of packets by 27%, compared to the
conventional NDN.

• With 1000 nodes, NC-SDN minimizes the reception time of a message by 38% compared to NDNS [77].
• Controller CPU usage for both NC-SDN and NDNS increases from 0 to 85%, then decreases to less than 50% and

around 75% when the network is stable, respectively.
• NC-SDN hit ratio is better than other NDN replacement policies, e.g., it is 23%, better than the classic NDN-LFU,

and 13.5% better than NDNS [77].

[101]

• For proposed system architecture, CMS dataset can be retrieved 28% faster from the NDN routers caches
compared to Default NDN architecture.

• For proposed system architecture with Prefetch, CMS dataset can be retrieved 38% faster from the NDN routers
caches compared to Default NDN architecture.
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[102]
• The proposed scheme requires only about 3.6 bits to announce cached content, while FNR [122] and SCAN [123]

require 8 bits and 18.8 bits, respectively

[105] Average cache hit ratio changes from 0.74% (at the beginning of the simulation) to 0.93% (after 4000 s simulation) at the
area controllers.

[106]

• With a CS of capacity = 600, the proposed FCR-NS minimizes BW consumption by 6% compared to NDNS, by 12%
compared to NLSR, and by 18% compared to OSPFN.

• With a CS of capacity = 800, FCR-NS reduced interest overhead BW consumption by 14% compared to NDNS, by
27% compared to NLSR, and by 33% relative to OSPFN

• With a CS of capacity = 120, FCR-NS has a latency time that is 47% faster than Best-route and 61% faster
than flooding.

• With a CS of capacity = 120, FCR-NS increased the cache hit ratio relative to LFU by 25%, 33% compared to LRU,
and 42% compared to Random.

[110] For content ≤5 KB energy consumption is almost the same for the proposed architecture and NDN core network, while
the conceived protocol is able effectively to reduce the amount of energy consumed in case of bigger content.

[111]
• Packet loss rate for the proposed FCSC is around 4% while for the traditional SDN is around 22%.
• Latency of FCSC is 75 ms and for the traditional SDN is 80 ms.

[113]
• Interest Satisfaction Rate for the proposed SDN-Cache is around 12% more than SDN networks and 23% better

than the best route strategy.
• RTT of SDN-Cache is 14% less than SDN and 9.5% less than the best route strategy.

6. Open Research Areas

Since both architectures, ICN and SDN, are considered new topics, many works focus
on developing them individually and integrating them. In this section, we highlight some
issues and challenges that deserve the attention of the SDN and ICN research communities.

6.1. Name Resolution and Name Look-Up

Some ICN models have name resolvers as the main component, such as RH in
DONA [14], Resource Manager (RM) in CoLoR [22], and two types of Name Resolu-
tion Systems (NRSs) in SAIL [16]. As mentioned in [124,125], name resolution is executed
by having an NRS, which may utilize Distributed Hash Table (DHT), such as for Pas-
try [126,127], Chord [128], and multilevel DHT [129]. Having NRS in the SDN controller is
one of the areas that deserves attention.

ICN models face a scalability issue that needs name look-up solutions, especially for
reaching domain names on the Internet. This is because the number of registered domains
is around 370 million [130], each has subdomains and pages, and each of these subdomains
and pages should be represented as a name inside the FIB table and routing table. Some
name-lookup solutions to solve this issue are summarized in [131]. Moreover, NDN DNS
(NDNS) mentioned in [132] leverages the look-up functionality learned from DNS and
its security extensions. However, leveraging the SDN controller for name look-up has
not received enough attention from the research community. SDN controller may play
an effective role in name lookup especially if FIB tables of routers connected to the SDN
controller are implemented as one FIB table in the controller. Moreover, a flow latency issue
will appear as a result of this scalability issue and the name look-up process, which must
also be taken into consideration.

6.2. Name-Based Applications

Most networks and Internet applications are based on IP addresses. With the pro-
posed Name-based networks, the need to implement applications and prototypes that
are compatible with names appears. These applications will make the switching from
location-centric networks to name-centric networks more reliable and accepted. The au-
thors in [133], presented some of the Name-based applications that are implemented to be
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consistent with CCN networks. Applications that need centralized management, such as
IoT applications and QoS, can be implemented in the SDN application layer and controlled
by the SDN controller.

6.3. Artificial Intelligence, Federated Learning, and Metaheuristic Algorithms

Nowadays, Artificial Intelligence (AI) attracts significant attention in the research
community. Because of its incredible precision, accuracy, and speed, AI has been used in
many applications, such as predicting, classifying, fraud detection systems, speech, image
recognition, 5G network enhancement [118,134,135], and many more. SDN controller
in [96] employs Stacked Auto-Encoders (SAE) and Softmax for obtaining Spatio-temporal
features of content popularity.

Federated learning is a decentralized machine learning (ML that is based on training
an algorithm across multiple decentralized servers instead of uploading all datasets to
one server as in centralized ML. There are two surveys [136,137] that discuss approaches
that apply Federated Learning in ICN and SDN, respectively. However, and to the best
of our knowledge, there are no work targets for Federated Learning with integrated ICN
and SDN.

Metaheuristic algorithms are modern numerical optimization tools that are inspired by
processes usually found in biology and used to solve sophisticated optimization problems.
This can be seen in the Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm (PSO) [138], BrainStorm
Optimization Algorithm [139], and the Genetic Algorithm (GA) [140]. SDN controller
in [85,97] utilizes GA to choose the optimal route ly and to enhance caching, respectively.

As noticed and to the best of our knowledge, there is little work on the SDN controller
utilizing AI, Federated Learning, or metaheuristic algorithms to optimize ICN features and
network resources. This makes it an open research area for researchers to conduct more
studies that take into consideration AI or metaheuristic algorithms in the hybrid ICN-SDN
paradigm to provide QoS and network performance.

6.4. Blockchain

Many works took blockchain in ICN networks into consideration, such as [141–147].
Moreover, surveys in [148,149] review works that couple ICN networks with blockchain
technology—Blockchain-Based Information-Centric Networking (BICN)—to improve secu-
rity against different malicious behaviors, such as hijacking, cache pollution, and Denial of
Service (DoS) attacks.

Huang et al. [150] used blockchain in the network slice of trust over their proposed
computing framework. The proposed framework utilizes Intelligent Eco Networking (IEN)
as a shared in-network computing infrastructure and it contains two logical layers: (1)
the element layer where Name-based computing functions occurred, and (2) the control
layer where SDN-Like controller schedules the running tasks to balance the efficiency and
global optimization.

Nevertheless, BICN suffers from some privacy concerns, broadcast transactions, and
distributed in-network caching, which can be solved by having a centralized controller.
However, the research area lacks work related to the blockchain when ICN and SDN
are combined.

6.5. Big Data Management

IoT, Cloud, and fog computing are hot topics with many challenges that remain
unsolved. Controlling and supervising IoT devices and sensors face many challenges
such as how to secure and architect the connected devices, since the IoT environment is
considered complex and inhomogeneous, i.e., devices may have different requirements of
bandwidth, power, and latency. Moreover, the large amount of streaming data generated by
IoT devices need almost real-time processing and analysis, which requires fog computing
in distributed clouds.
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Din et al. in [151] claimed that since the content is an essential feature for both ICN
and IoT, and because the number of connected IoT devices is increasing and the current
Internet cannot handle this enormous number of devices, integration between both ICN
and IoT is needed.

Combining the SDN controller with ICN can be utilized to improve the monitoring,
controlling, and modifying of the management of big data. Having SDN enhances IoT
application management in ICN networks and helps in minimizing: (1) packet loss, (2) error
rate, and (3) latency. Moreover, using AI and ML by the SDN controller in collecting and
classifying data from IoT devices will enhance the controller’s real-time decisions that must
be disseminated. However, some significant problems must be taken into consideration
such as data sharing, storage, retrieval, QoS prediction, and performance scalability.

6.6. Enhancing 6G Networks

The fifth generation of cellular networks appears to accommodate changes in people’s
lives and handle more connected devices. Therefore, 6G is intended to overcome the
5G limitations that will occur because of the anticipated increase in human demands in
terms of quality and quantity. To overcome these limitations, 6G must have better capacity,
bandwidth, and less latency [152]. The 6G-enabled tactile internet (TI) is characterized by
low latency and high availability and reliability that is suitable for applications such as
augmented reality (AR), and virtual reality (VR). To the best of our knowledge, [153] is the
only work that is targeting ICN and 6G networks. Liao et al. [153] proposed new technolo-
gies for AR/VR services in ICN networks. The AR/VR services of Information-Centric
Massive IoT devices utilize ICN in-network caching, blockchain, and edge computing to
ensure the required quality of service in 6G networks.

We believe that utilizing ICN in-network caching and performing some computing
processes in the SDN controller will enhance 6G performance.

Table 11 summarizes all open research areas of merging ICN and SDN paradigms,
their related issues, and the predicted results of solving these issues.

Table 11. ICN-SDN Open Research Areas.

Open Research Area Related Issues Results of ICN-SDN

Name Resolution and Name Look-up

Use SDN to solve:

1. ICN scalability issue because of the
size of the FIB table.

2. ICN name lookup.

1. Reduce flow latency.
2. Enhance scalability.

Name-based Applications
Implement ICN applications that need
centralized control, especially for IoT and
vehicle ad-hoc networks.

1. Choose the best policy.
2. Reduce transmission delay and loss

rate.
3. Increase data delivery.
4. Enhance QoS.

Artificial Intelligence Use learning abilities to optimize the
utilization of ICN-SDN resources.

1. Enhance cache hit ratio.
2. Smart routing, which enhances data

delivery and reduces congestion.
3. Better decision-making in SDN.

Blockchain
1. Privacy concerns.
2. Broadcast transactions.
3. Distributed in-network caching.

1. Enhance security and
authentication.

2. Enhance caching.
3. Reduce transactions.

Big Data Management

1. Handling enormous data and a
number of devices.

2. Data sharing and storage.
3. QoS prediction.

1. Reduce packet loss and latency.
2. Enhance scalability.
3. Enhance QoS performance.
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Table 11. Cont.

Open Research Area Related Issues Results of ICN-SDN

6G Enhancement

1. Control flow and computing.
2. Centralized control of data caching.
3. Securing transmitted data.
4. Control and manage large-scale

wireless networks.

1. Enhance QoS of 6G networks.
2. Decrease latency.
3. Enhance data delivery.
4. Enhance large network stability.

7. Conclusions

The integration of ICN-SDN is a substantial, promising, and forthcoming approach for
the future internet, which leverages the strengths of both architectures to improve network
manageability, stability, reliability, mobility, and security. On the other hand, it reveals
some new relevant issues and questions that must be addressed to achieve the optimal
benefits of this hybrid paradigm.

This paper presents a thorough and comprehensive overview of ICN, SDN, and the
motivation for the integration of ICN and SDN paradigms. The paper has considered
ICN-SDN integration from different perspectives, such as: modifying SDN networks from
multiple points of view to make them compatible with names, transforming ICN network
characteristics by adding centralized controllers, e.g., caching scalability and routing,
traffic engineering and QoS, and Satellite–Terrestrial networks. We provide an in-depth
comparative analysis of the different state-of-the-art works in this area by highlighting
their strengths and limitations.

This paper also points out the challenges and open research areas that have not
been addressed sufficiently by the research community, such as name lookup, AI, and
IoT management.
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